FAQ Interactive Presentations at DATE 2021
1.

How are the IPs organized?

Interactive Presentations (IP) at DATE 2021 will have two time slots for presentation:
•

The first time slot is scheduled during a regular session for a short recorded
advertisement of the poster presentation being scheduled in the following IP session.
The timeslot for your advertisement presentation is only one minute. You are allowed to
show at most two slides (cover page included) through a commented PDF or PowerPoint
presentation, to be uploaded in mp4 format.

•

The second time slot is a live oral explanation given to interested audience during the
interactive presentation sessions. Each IP session runs in a 30 minute timeslot including
a maximum of two IPs which are presented interactively/sequentially supported by a
poster following the Penta Chart template described next.

2.

How many slides can be included in the penta chart?

Only one slide, following the template provided by DATE 2021 (slide 4). This is a way we have
defined to mimic the physical poster you would show in case of having a face to face presentation.
This slide will be shared with the audience during the IP session.

3.

In the provided penta chart template, can I change the size of the fonts and blocks?

Yes, sizes and fonts may be modified. The important thing is to keep the five sections we require,
anything to improve its readability is welcome.

4.

Should I prepare and upload a presentation audio record for the penta chart?

No, it is not required to prepare audio for the penta chart. The IP session with the penta chart is
live.

5.

For the 1-minute flash presentation, are we expected to also include further slides with the
Penta Chart poster to help support it? i.e. create a presentation with the Penta Chart slide
included.

There is the 1-minute flash presentation at the corresponding regular session. There is no format for
this presentation, you may use part of the penta chart or whatever you may want to include to catch the
attention of possible attendees for your IP session, which will take place later.

6.

How is the IP session organized?

Interactive Presentations run during a 30-minute slot, with 15 minutes allocated per IP. The IP session
is a live oral explanation given to interested audience supported by a poster following the Penta Chart
template.
Be ready to share your screen with your Penta Chart. Introduce yourself and we suggest preparing a
walkthrough of the poster presentation (no longer than 5 minutes), which will act as a guided
presentation for attendees. Next, the live Q&A session will start.

